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Pathways builds lasting 
relationships with job seekers 
using Handshake’s Expert Assist

Challenges

Handshake’s Expert Assist has been life 
saving  for us here at Pathways. 

Total game changer!

Jamie Ross


National Recruiting Manager

Pathways is one of the largest providers of behavioral and mental health services in 
the United States. With roles ranging from licensed therapists to office 
administrators to residential care workers, they trust Handshake‘s Expert Assist to 
build relationships with top talent by proactively engaging them with personalized, 
scalable outreach and a range of virtual events.

Between the quantity of hires and range of open roles, Pathways struggled to reach 
their goals and experienced low engagement in their career fairs and events, 
especially during the pandemic. To stand out, Pathways needed to move beyond 
passive inbound recruiting and find a way to create meaningful, virtual relationships 
with top talent at scale.
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1.   Save Time while Expanding Reach

Pathways needed to reliably source and engage top talent for various 
offices and healthcare roles, but weren’t tapping into the best sources.

2.  Meaningfully Engage Students through Virtual Events

Pathways needed to actively engage top candidates with virtual events to stay 
top-of-mind and create long-lasting relationships across partners schools.

3.  Build a Memorable Brand

Pathways looked to establish a consistent brand message that could achieve 
immediate, short-term hiring goals as well as long-term brand building.
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It really is like having an extra recruiter 
without paying for an extra recruiter.  
And as great as our recruiters may be—
nobody knows the platform better than 
the Handshake experts. After all, they’re 
in the system day in, day out!

Jamie Ross


National Recruiting Manager

Handshake’s Expert Assist has revolutionized Pathways’ recruiting efforts—and 
will continue to help drive their growth in a hybrid world.

Solutions

To reach their goals faster, Pathways enlisted Handshake’s Expert Assist team for strategic support.  
Expert Assist is Handshake's comprehensive support offering for Premium Handshake customers.

“The fact that we had that many people attend just totally blew me out of the water. And 99.9% came through  
Expert Assist on Handshake.” 


—Jamie Ross, National Recruiting Manager

Reaching More Talent Faster

Pathways leverages Expert Assist to build lists of ideal candidates and message them at scale, infusing best 
practices for engagement while saving their team time and expanding their reach in the process.

Creating a Virtual Events Strategy that Converts

To meaningfully engage more students through virtual events, the Expert Assist team also manages events on 
Pathways’s behalf—including event creation, invitations, and RSVP and attendance tracking.

Adding Prestige to the Brand with Virtual Events

Pathways recently partnered with Expert Assist to host a virtual event for candidates in rural Maine. Though 
they historically struggled to recruit in Maine due to its remote location, the event garnered over 100 
participants within a week and a half of sending invitations.

Results

Reach out to learn how to build a proactive recruiting strategy.

employers@joinhandshake.com  joinhandshake.com/employers|
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